
As mathematicians we will:
Estimating amounts
Reinforcing teen numbers by having a 
number of the week
Adding two amounts together using 
objects
Subtracting two amounts using objects
2D and 3D shapes naming and 
describing.
Counting out a given amount

As children we will be thinking 
about:
Being kind to each other and learning 
to solve problems with friends by 
themselves.

As readers and writers we 
will be doing:
Daily phonics 
Daily finger fitness activity
Weekly reading 1:1 with an 
adult
Talking about stories we have 
read as a class
Daily handwriting in the 
morning.
Learning to write the sounds 
we can hear in words. 
Labelling parts of polar 
animals.
Some learning to write simple 
captions based on the books we 
share.
Creating our own information 
book

As designers and musicians we 
will:
Creating a class piece of art based 
on the creation story during RE and 
Art week. 
Paintings/pictures of polar animals 
using different materials such as 
chalk and paints.
Making own penguin figures.
Exploring collage

As athletes we will :
Be learning different 
gymnastics skills during our PE 
lessons. Thinking of different 
ways to move and to jump off 
the PE equipment.

As scientists and historians we 
will:
Exploring winter during Forest school 
sessions and looking at the different 
birds in our area. 
Finding the north and south pole on a 
map.
Thinking about how the polar regions 
are different to Abingdon. 
Learning about polar animals.
Learning how Polar Bears keep warm-
Doing a blubber experiment. 
Finding out about who Robert Scott 
was.
Learning about Chinese New Year and 
how it is celebrated.

Foundation Stage Term 2a
Famous person Robert Scott 
with a focus on Polar Regions

As good speakers and listeners we 
will:
Listening to stories such as, Lost and 
Found, Polar Bear Polar Bear What Can 
I Hear?, Emperor Egg and other non 
fiction books about the Polar Regions.
Learning to ask how, what and why 
questions. 
Learn Penguin and Polar Bear jokes and 
rhymes. 


